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Angry Trump

$MADT introduces an unprecedented blend of political satire, humor,

and financial opportunities, now with an added feature: the

TrumpChange Bot on Telegram, bridging between six different

blockchains. 

Introduction: 

$MADT emerges at the crossroads of digital culture and finance,

inspired by the polarizing persona of former U.S. President Donald

Trump. This innovative project invites investors to engage with

Trump's struggles while participating in a dynamic marketplace of

ideas and assets.

The $MADT Token: 

Operating on the Solana blockchain, $MADT provides a seamless

user experience, leveraging the network's speed and scalability for

value transfer and community engagement.

Zero Tax Structure: 

$MADT boasts a unique zero/zero tax structure, ensuring minimal

friction and maximizing investor returns, making it an attractive

investment avenue. 



Meme-Driven Ecosystem: 

Leveraging the power of memes, $MADT cultivates community

engagement and awareness through inventive campaigns and digital

artwork, solidifying its brand presence. 

Financial Opportunities: 
Beyond its satirical origins, $MADT offers tangible financial benefits.

Early adopters can seize opportunities for potential price appreciation

and liquidity incentives, positioning $MADT as an investment in both

ideology and profitability.



TrumpChange Bot: 

Supply Burn Schedule: 

AngryTrump introduces the TrumpChange Bot on Telegram,

connecting six blockchains: Ethereum (ETH), Solana (SOL), Bitcoin

(BTC), Binance (BNB), Litecoin (LTC), and Monero (XMR). Once the

bot's revenue reaches $1000 monthly, a revenue-sharing program will

commence for holders of 0.5% supply or more. 

To enhance scarcity and value, $MADT implements a supply burn

schedule, burning 5% of the token supply at market capitalizations of

$2 million, $3 million, $6 million, and $8 million.

Airdrop Schedule: 
Additionally, $MADT plans airdrops to reward loyal holders. At market

capitalizations of $1 million, $3 million, $5 million, and $10 million, 5%

of the token supply will be distributed among all holders with at least

0.5% of the total supply or higher. 

$MADT embodies a movement where anger, humor, and finance

converge to challenge norms. Join the $MADT community today to

express solidarity with Trump's struggles and seize financial

opportunities in a vibrant ecosystem.



Disclaimer:
Investing in cryptocurrencies carries inherent risks, and prospective

investors should conduct thorough research and seek advice before

making investment decisions. The information provided is for

informational purposes only, and the $MADT team does not

guarantee investment returns or assume liability for investor losses.



Roadmap
$MADT

Phase - 01
Pre-Token Launch Preparation 

1. Build Hype: 
Build hype and awareness through
social media campaigns,
emphasizing the unique blend of
political satire, humor, and financial
opportunities offered by $MADT. 

2. TrumpChange Bot: 
Launch the TrumpChange Bot on
Telegram, enabling users to
engage with the project and bridge
between six dierent blockchains 

3. Tesy Smart Contract:
Conduct a thorough testing of
smart contract and ensure the 
security and functionality of the
$MADT token on the Solana
blockchain. 

4. Partnerships :
Establish partnerships with
influencers and meme creators to
amplify the project's reach and
foster community engagement. 



Roadmap
$MADT

Phase - 02
Token Launch and Initial Community Building 

1. Token Distribution: 
Conduct a fair and transparent
token distribution event, ensuring
equal access for all participants. 

2. Zero Tax Structure: 
Implement the zero tax structure
and meme-driven ecosystem to
incentivize early adoption and
community participation. 

3. Initiate Supply Burn: 
Initiate the supply burn schedule to
enhance scarcity and value over
time, creating a deflationary
mechanism for $MADT. 

4. Airdrop Schedule: 
Begin the airdrop schedule to
reward loyal holders and
encourage long-term engagement
within the $MADT community. 



Roadmap
$MADT

Phase - 03
Community Growth and Expansion 

1. Build Community : 
Foster a vibrant and inclusive
community through active 
engagement on social media
channels, forums, and virtual
events. 

2. Keep Improving the Bot:
Continuously iterate and improve
the TrumpChange Bot, adding new
features and functionalities to
enhance user experience and utility. 

3. Collaborations: 
Collaborate with other projects and
platforms to expand the reach and
interoperability of $MADT across
different blockchain ecosystems. 

4. Trading Education:  
Launch educational initiatives and
resources to empower users with
the knowledge and skills to 
navigate the world of
cryptocurrencies and decentralized
finance. 
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Roadmap
$MADT

Phase - 04
Long-Term Sustainability and Innovation 

1. Transparency : 
Maintain transparency and open
communication with the
community, providing regular
updates on project development,
partnerships, and milestones. 

2. Expansion:
Explore opportunities for further
innovation and expansion,
leveraging emerging technologies
and trends to stay at the forefront 
of the digital culture and finance
space. 

3. Rewards: 
Continue to reward and incentivize
loyal holders through ongoing
airdrops, supply burns, and
revenue-sharing programs. 

4. Values and Principles:  
Uphold the values and principles of
the $MADT community, fostering a
culture of creativity, humor, and
financial empowerment in the
pursuit of challenging norms and
driving positive change. 
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